Playing is learning - this is time for your child to explore and experiment. Playing with light helps your child learn about colors and color mixing.

**MATERIALS**
- Clear storage bin
- White LED lights, string lights or flash lights
- Cellophane

**HOW TO PLAY**
Encourage your child to explore the different materials. Lay colorful objects on top of bin and describe what happens. Layer different materials on top of one another and watch how the colors change. Play with flashlights and cellophane paper to create colorful light shows.

**SAFETY TIP:** Always supervise your child with these materials. Keep flashlights pointed away from eyes and faces.

**LET'S TALK ABOUT IT!**
- Ask open ended questions: “What do you notice about the light?” “How does the light change?”
- Comment on what the child is doing. You can say something like, “I like how you are layering the colors on top of each other.”